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Exclusive library of premium effects
Access an expansive collection of exclusive industry-leading premium effects from NewBlueFX and proDAD that
set VideoStudio Ultimate apart. Achieve remarkable creative transformations with hundreds of amazing
overlays, effects, and advanced tools. Easily stabilize shaky hand-held footage, apply lens corrections, enhance and
calibrate color, create reflections, add style with old film effects, and so much more. Create stunning titles in
seconds by applying one of more than 100 animated templates, and produce stylized 2D, 3D, or broadcast
titles?even turn your titles into realistic onscreen handwriting, or apply animated pen effects! VideoStudio Ultimate
2021 is packed with the exclusive engaging extras you need to take your video to new creative heights!? 

Color Grading
Access complete color grading controls to modify the mood of any scene. Easily shift colors to keep skin tones
looking natural, enhance key details, and correct footage. Preview color shifts between clips, keep colors at
broadcast-safe levels, and fine tune your changes with a variety of video scopes. Brighten landscapes, introduce
accent colors, and augment ambiance in every production. Explore a full set of exclusive color correction and color
grading tools that transform the color in any video clip and achieve cinema-grade effects, only found in Ultimate. 

Video Masking  
Video masking is a powerful video editing tool designed for everything from basic fixes
to Hollywood-level enhancements. Apply targeted special effects, remove objects from footage, and get creative
with custom windows in your clips. Combine footage to replace generic screens, swap out a dull sky for a vivid
sunset, and create personal walk-by transitions. Video masking delivers the power to clone yourself and overlay
footage to achieve truly remarkable special effects. Surprise yourself with what you can create using the exclusive
editing power of the Mask Creator in VideoStudio Ultimate 2021! 

3D Titles
Titles are the perfect way to introduce information to your audience creatively. Choose from built-in presets and
templates for immediate impact, or dive in deeper and create custom motion titles with the 3D Title Editor! Control
textures, lighting, motion, and more to create a dramatic cinematic opening and draw your viewers into your
videos. Ultimate?s exclusive 3D titling tools will help you add interest and impact to any production.  

Split Screen Templates Editor

VideoStudio Ultimate 2021 empowers you to go beyond basics and combine shots in your videos
with dynamic split screen template creation. Choose from preset templates to jumpstart your multi-angle videos, or
create your own dynamic templates with customized motion to captivate viewers. This tool is excellent
for presenting a two-sided phone conversation, creating engaging before/after videos, and showcasing multiple
angles of an action scene all at once. 

Enhanced MultiCam Editor

Enjoy storytelling across cameras and present your best angles! Easily combine, sync, and edit footage from screen
recordings, webcams, or external cameras and simply select the angle you want to show as your video
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plays. VideoStudio Ultimate extends the camera support of Pro, delivering the ability to edit across up
to 6 angles (4 angles in Pro). Leverage the additional camera support to take music videos, presentations, unboxing
videos, and more to new creative heights! 

More DVD templates

Make every project fabulous and fun to navigate with creative custom menus and chapters. Choose from more
than100 customizable templates - twice the templates in Pro - to give your video project the packaging it
deserves! Put your pro-quality production on DVD and share life?s special moments with family and friends. 

Unlock the full VideoStudio experience

Explore your full creative potential with VideoStudio Ultimate 2021 and access all of the powerful under-the-hood
features you need to transform your videos into unique productions. For only a few dollars more
than VideoStudio Pro, VideoStudio Ultimate delivers access to hundreds of exclusive premium effects, and the
complete VideoStudio toolkit packed with powerful features. Elevate your editing experience with the power of
Ultimate and create projects you?ll be proud to share! 
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